
Modern made classics



The Original Big Chill fridge is one of the 
biggest fridges in the market. Topping out at 
190 cm, this elegant design fits well into most 
kitchen spaces.

Modeled after vintage American cars, the Big 
Chill refrigerator is one of a kind. The stamped 
metal doors feature classic lines, chrome trim 
and indented styling just like motor cars of the 
1950’s. The solid cast, chrome pivoting handle 
is reminiscent of vintage fridges of that era. 
Designed for use by the entire family, the 
spacious interior holds a total of 423 liters.

THE  T IMELESS  DES IGN OF  OUR FR IDGE F I TS  INTO ANY 

K I TC HEN ,  WHETHER  MINIMAL IST,  COLORFUL  OR  CL ASS IC .



Choose from our range of 8 colors which will enhance your interior. And 
for the most demanding, special colors are available to order in a range 
of over 200 shades.

A COLOR FOR ANY OCCASION C HARACTER IST ICS
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429 kWh

240 V / 50 Hz
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W 70cm x H 190cm x D 71cm

92 kg

Stamped and painted sheet metal

Painted Sheet Metal

Solid cast and chrome pivoting handle 

Air flow

Unfrost Fridge
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Number of Compressors 1

Automatique

Multiflow
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99 liters
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Auto defrost fridge/ Freezer

Chrome trim and pivoting handle

A+ energy efficiency class

Stamped and painted sheet metal
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Big Chill is therefore needed as a major player in the world of retro appli-
ances.

Founded in Boulder, Colorado back in 2001…

by Orion Creamer and his uncle, Thom 
Vernon, Big Chill made a splash with its 
brightly colored fridges. Since then the 
Boulder, Colorado company has expanded its 
product offering. After a successful launch in 
America, Big Chill is opening a division in 
France. The European division meets a 
demand for vintage American appliances. It’s 
exciting that Big Chill is breaking into Europe 
with new designs, but the company had 
humble beginnings.

It all started with a plan to make the refrigerator more stylish. The story goes 
that Vernon was dreaming up a vintage beach house. He and his wife 
wanted retro design with modern functionality. “With our kid’s artwork and 
school photos always proudly displayed, we didn’t want the refrigerator to 
look out of place,” Vernon said. “The ubiquitous stainless steel appliances 
weren’t the right fit and we wanted to steer clear of the dreaded ‘white box’.”

While they liked the look of the mid-century models, most were too small, 
inefficient, and required painstaking hours of chiseling to defrost. So Thom 
called on his nephew, Orion—fresh out of product design school—to help 
find an innovative solution.

Unsatisfied with the recent trend of concealing fridges with clever cabinetry, 
Thom and Orion dared to bring the fridge out of hiding and into the 
limelight. After studying countless antique refrigerators and vintage appli-
ances, they came up with a retro inspired design and called it the Big 
Chill.��The steel body, chrome trim and unique styling of Big Chill appliances 
makes them unparalleled in the marketplace. The fridge interior comes with 
all the benefits of modern appliances such as frost free freezers. Additionally 
the appliances are in an A+ energy efficiency class to keep the utility bills 
low.

“The Big Chill European fridge has a taller, leaner look. It blends classic American 
design with very modern proportions,” said Big Chill co-founder Creamer.
The freshly redesigned Big Chill is one of the biggest fridges in the market compared to 
its European counterparts. Topping out at 190 cm, this elegant design fits well into most 
family kitchens. While the design comes from vintage America, the fridges are assem-
bled in Europe.
Customers can order their refrigerator in over 200 custom colors. The company still 
offers its eight standard colors in cherry red, buttercup yellow, classic white, pink lemon-
ade, jadite green, orange, beach blue and classic black. Customers can also pick out a 
dishwasher panel to match their retro fridge.
The inspiration that founded Big Chill continues to drive the company forward. Creamer 
is always working on new products with classic design and vibrant color. Recently he 
added a pivoting handle to the fridges similar to 1950’s era fridges. Creamer plans to 
start with fridges and dishwashers in Europe, eventually designing a full kitchen of 
vintage American appliances.

Big Chill Benelux
Het Wargaren 40A

5397 GN Lith
The Netherlands
0031 412 482565 
rene@bigchill.com

www.bigchill.com
www.facebook.com/BigChillEurope
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